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Fiji is going Digital
From Monday, 1 August 2016, viewers in the Suva-Nausori Corridor will be able to take part in a Large Scale
Public Trial of the exciting new Walesi Digital Television Platform. This trial is the final step before the official
rollout of the Walesi Platform later this year, which will occur simultaneously in the Western and Northern
divisions. The trial will help Walesi fine tune technical elements and resolve any issues prior to the nationwide launch. There may be short service interruptions during the trial period, but these are expected to be
minor. In return, those taking part will be the first in Fiji to experience Free to Air Digital Television.

What is Walesi?
Walesi is Fiji’s digital television service. Walesi provides a platform that delivers high quality digital content from Fiji’s broadcasters
directly to your home. Your new Walesi Set Top Box will bring you all your favourite channels, as well as new Walesi exclusive
channels.
There are a couple of important things about Walesi you need to know:
1.

To get started watching Walesi, you will need to buy an official Walesi Set Top Box (STB). If it’s not an official Walesi STB,
you will not be able to tune into our great line up of channels.

2.

Walesi is broadcast over the UHF spectrum. That means you need a television antenna that can pick up UHF frequencies.
The vast majority of indoor antennas will not work, even if they read “made for Digital TV.” When in doubt, always look for
the “Walesi Approved” sticker and ask your installer to present their “Walesi Approved Installer” card.

Why Walesi?
Watching your favourite programmes in sharp, clear digital quality is an unbeatable television experience. Not only will your shows
come to life with crystal clear visuals and rich sounds, Walesi gives viewers more choices, with double the number of free to air
channels and no fees or contracts. With Walesi, free to air television really means free. All you need is an affordable Walesi Set Top
Box from an authorised Walesi retailer.

Benefits of Walesi
With Walesi, premier quality and a wider range of free to air channel selection are only the beginning. The Walesi Set Top Box opens
up a whole new world of digital video, allowing viewers to record live television so they can play back their favourite programmes
whenever they want.

How to take part in the Walesi large scale public trial
During the trial period, Walesi Set Top Box numbers are limited and will only be sold to households in the Suva-Nausori corridor.
If you live outside the trial area, don’t worry. Walesi is rolling out nationwide later this year. Walesi Set Top Boxes will be on
sale starting Monday, 1 August from authorised resellers in the Suva-Nausori corridor. Please refer to the coverage maps
available at authorised resellers to see if you are eligible to participate in the Walesi Public Trial.
Authorised resellers:

